Holidays Home work
Class-7th
Social studies

Students will be required to complete the following activities and questions as a part of their Holidays Home Work with the help of textbook.

1. Draw a picture of QutabMinar & Kendariya Mahadev temple (Roll no. 1-20) and Humayun tomb & Rajarajeshwara temple (Roll no. 21-40)
   In your notebook and write in detail about the purpose of its construction and special features of it.
2. Complete all these questions in your registers.
   
   History: Fill in the blanks:

   1. Coins minted at Delhi were called ______________.
   2. Delhi sultans favoured their special slaves called ______________.
   3. The duty of __________ was to lead military campaign and maintain law and order in their ____________.
   4. Under ____________ the state brought the assessment and collection of land revenue under its own control.
   5. There were three types of taxes, a. ____________________________
      b. __________ c. __________.
   6. Mongols under __________ invaded Delhi sultanate.
   7. ________________ started token currency.
   8. ________________ started his career as the manager of small territory in Bihar.
   9. The Sher Shah Sur’s administration became the model followed by __________.
   10. The idea of “three orders” was first formulated in ____________.
   11. The three classes according to the “three orders” were
      a. ____________ b. ____________ c. ____________
   12. Aurangzeb insulted ________________.
   13. Prince Salim was better known as ____________.
   14. ________________ exercised great influence in Jahangir’s court.
   15. Akbar became the emperor of the Mughal empire at the age of ____________.
   16. The Mughals were related to ____________ on their mother’s side and from ____________ their father’s side they were successors of ____________.
   17. ____________ and __________ followed Akbar’s policy of governance.

3. Name the following:-
a) The first Mughal Emperor
b) The regent of Akbar
c) The name of book written by Abdul Fazl
d) The main source of income for the Mughal Empire
e) Akbar’s revenue minister
f) The historical building in Delhi which was the residence of Mughal Emperors.
g) The battlefield where Ibrahim Lodi was defeated by Babu.

**Geography** Fill in the blanks
1. Cold air is denser and _________________. That is why it tends to sink down.
2. ________________, _____________, _____________, _____________, _____________ are the five layers of atmosphere.
3. On the Celsius scale the water freezes at _____________ and boils at _____________.
4. ________________ need nitrogen for their survival.
5. Radio waves transmitted from the earth are reflected back to the earth by ________________.
6. ________________ measures atmospheric pressure.
7. Plants use ________________ to make their food and release ________________.
8. Low pressure is associated with cloudy skies and ________________ weather.
9. A wind is named after the direction from which it glows, example the wind blowing from the west is called ________________.
10. In areas where temperature is high the air gets heated and rises. This creates a ________________ area.
11. The rise in temperature causes the snow in coldest part of the world to melt. As a result the sea level ________________, causing ________________ in the coastal areas.
12. Stratosphere extends up to a height of _____________ km.
13. The increased volume of carbon dioxide is affecting the earth’s ________ and climate.
14. ________________ and ________________ are two gases which make up the bulk of the atmosphere.
15. The standard unit of measuring temperature is degree Celsius. It was invented by ________________.
16. The Air has ___% nitrogen and ____% oxygen.
17. The density of air is higher near__________.
18. Large jet planes fly in______.
19. Atmospheric pressure decreases with__________in altitude.
20. Monsoon winds are called______winds.
21. Meteors burn and disintegrate in the______.

Q4. True or false
1. Plants take Nitrogen directly from the air. ( )
2. Meteorites burn up in mesosphere on entering from space. ( )
3. Humans or animals take carbon dioxide and release oxygen. ( )
4. Above the troposphere lies the mesosphere. ( )
5. Insolation is the incoming solar energy intercepted by the earth. ( )
6. Light gases like helium and hydrogen float into the space from troposphere. ( )
7. Ionosphere is the part of thermosphere. ( )
8. When carbon dioxide increases due to factory smoke or car fumes, the heat retained increases the temperature of the earth. This is called global warming. ( )
9. The average height of troposphere is 50 km. ( )
10. When air is heated, it expands, becomes light and goes up. ()

Civic: Fill in the blanks
Q2. Choose the appropriate words from below:
   Elections, Campaigning, Judiciary, Political party, Legislature, Constituency, Government, Polling booth, candidates, Independent candidate.
   a) Political organization which contest election ________.
   b) A person who stands for election ________.
   c) A fight between various political parties and candidates ________.
   d) A candidate who contests election without any party’s support ________.
   e) When candidates try to encourage voters to vote for them by distributing pamphlets, holding rallies, through SMS, etc. ________.
   f) The organ of govt. involved in making laws ________.
   g) An organ of govt., which enforces laws and solves disputes ________.
   h) An organization, which governs the country through its organs ________.
   i) A place where the voters cast their votes ________.